
A hotel pursuing functionality and convenience.

We provide a compact yet comfortably cohesive experience with tools 
realizing a seamless service.

With our Prince Hotel signature brand, 
we support every guest’s comfortable stay with specialized simplicity.

A smart hotel empowering your active stay from start to finish. 

Prince Smart Inn

Services at Prince Smart Inn supporting your smart stay

<Reservation>

Reservation through 

our smartphone 

application

<Arrival to check-in>

For guest lockers

<Check-in>

Check in machine with 

facial recognition

<During your stay>

Smartphone key

<During your stay>

Digital signage with 

map

<During your stay>

Smart speaker

<During your stay>

Smart mirror

(available for limited 

<Check-out>

Fast check-out 

through our 

smartphone 

application

*Above are services available at “Prince Smart Inn Ebisu”.

*The smartphone application is a service provided to people living in Japan.

*There maybe changes to the services.

*Actual product may vary.



Prince Smart Inn Ebisu

Seven stories high 

with one basement
With the use of ICT and AI 
technology, we serve as the 
“tourist platform” for our active 
business and travel users. 
We comfortably support our 
guest’s stay from entrance to 
guest rooms with our three hotel 
concepts of simple, seamless, 
and stylish.

Our lobby is 
seamlessly designed, 
smoothly integrating 
the lobby, check-in, 
and café area of our 

entrance. 

Access from the station

5min walk distance from JR Ebisu Station (West 
Exit)
3min walk distance from subway Ebisu 
Station(№5 Exit)

〒150ｰ0022 3-11-25,West Ebisu,Shibuya-ku,Tokyo TEL：050ｰ3161ｰ9550Prince Smart Inn Ebisu

Access by car

10min Drive from Metropolitan Expressway, Route 2, Meguro 
Line Tengenji Exit
10min Drive from Metropolitan Expressway, Route 3, Shibuya 
Line Shibuya Exit

The lobby area is open 
for restaurant guests, 
and for our hotel guests 
for multi-functional 

purposes. 

■ Access

A compact yet functional and convenient design.
An enjoyable smart stay realized with a smart speaker 
and smart mirror (available for limited rooms).

■ Total number of guest

rooms:82 rooms

<30 rooms>

standard single（13㎡）
<32 rooms>

standard twin（13㎡）

<1４ rooms>

standard double（13㎡）

<5 rooms>

deluxe twin（21㎡）

<1 room>

universal twin（22㎡）
Shower booth (bathtub 
provided only for 

universal twin)

In room amenities
▶Bath towels and wash towels (Imabari towels)
▶Shampoo, conditioner, body wash, hand soap.
*Guest rooms are not supplied with glassware

lendable wheelchair/wheelchair accessible 
restroom/wheelchair accessible guest rooms

*please inquire for more details

■ Wheelcheir accessibility

■ Check-in:3pm,Check out:11am

Check-in: we provide check-in 
through our self-service check-in 
machine.
Check-out: check-out through our 
smartphone application or self-

service machine

■ Breakfast・・・6:30-11:00

Free guest breakfast service

【Breakfast Contents】

Hot sandwich (tuna or ham)
Tea or coffee (ice/hot)
*Breakfast may vary

■ Ancillary Facilities

【 1F 】

▶Restaurant

▶Locker room

▶Amenities shelf
Night wear,  hairbrush,

toothbrush, bodysponge,
razor,  bodysponge,

paper cups

※All facilities are non-smoking Locker room（1F）

Amenities shelf（1F）

■ Map and other information

Please refer to our official website
for maps around the hotel and 

other information

Prince Smart Inn Ebisu Official Website▶

Prince Smart Inn Osaka Yodoyabashi is located in a 1minute walk 
distance from Osaka Metro Midousuji Line, Yodoyabashi Station. Its 
urban setting provides a quick and convenient access to Osaka’s 
downtown areas of Umeda, Namba, and Shinsaibashi. 
Price Smart Inn Osaka Yodoyabashi Hotel Info

Prince Smart Inn Osaka Yodoyabashi Prince Smart Inn 

Hakata
Prince Smart Inn Naha

【NEW】

【 2F 】

▶Vending machine
【 4F 】

▶Ice maker

▶Microwave
【 B1 】

▸Coin-laundry(charged）


